1. Introduction. Let/ be square integrable on [-1, l] , and let p be the least squares polynomial fit to / of degree not exceeding 2ft + l. It is known, [l] , that (1) p ( If a weighting function w has a transform (2) which satisfies the inequality of Theorem 1, it is said to be stable, for reasons previously discussed by Schoenberg and DeForest, as described in [l] and its references.
In addition, if one thinks of w(x), -l^x^Sl, as the weighting function of a filter with input
where S is a polynomial of degree not greater than 2ft+ 1, and N is a zero mean stationary random process with spectral density \p(8), then the output of the filter is (3) J w(y)f(x -y)dy = S(x) + M(x), [April where M is a zero mean process with spectral density C2(8)^/(6). Thus, the theorem guarantees that the filter (3) decreases the spectral density of the noise at every frequency. and E = l-R/Q, (4) now follows.
Also, we observe that D is actually of the form (15) D(e) = £ d#-**-\ This is used below, but it is not obvious from (8), where it appears that D could contain powers of 1/8 as high as 4ft+2. However, from (11) and the fact that Q is of degree only 4ft+4 in 1/8, the presence of higher degree terms in D would contradict (14).
Lemma 2. 0^E(8)<1 if 89*0.
Proof. £^0 from (10), since Q^O. To establish the inequalities of the lemma, it is sufficient to show that i?>0, since E = l-R/Q. We will show that the coefficients p0, ■ ■ ■ , pk in (13) are all positive. In this proof, some routine (although not always trivial) manipulations are omitted. Some of the relations are most easily established as special cases of identities which appear in the Appendix. T'l ft -r -1 / rr(x) = 2 E-
We have no interest in £r, except to note that (32) (-l)*-if,(-ft -f) > 0, which can be seen by inspection of the last member on the right of (30). After some manipulation, Tr can be written
The sum can be written in closed form by referring to (A-6) with m = k -r -1, and reversing the order of summation.
The result is k-r-l 2^'(2* + 1)<»+H n (2x +2; + i) if 0Sjr = ft -1. By routine manipulations, using this and (22), the right side can be shown to vanish. This completes the proof of Lemma 2, and Theorem 1 is now evident.
3. Appendix, a. Derivation of (21). We indicate the proof for even r. Write 
,_m \5 -ml \ ft + m I
The sum can be recognized as the (ft -w)th difference of Cz,m+k at x = k+m + %, except for the factor (-1)*. Hence b. Derivation of (22). Define
If we expand (a;+5)(2,>(x + 2r -5)(4r_2s) in powers of x, it is easy to verify that the coefficient of x4r_m is a polynomial in s of degree not greater than m, so that its 2rth difference vanishes if 0^m^2r-1. Thus, the degree of HT does not exceed 2r. Each term on the right of (A-l) has (x+r)(2r) as a factor. Hence To obtain (24), set x = 2ft + l.
d. Derivation of (28). We start by establishing the identity
